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JOB OPPORTUNITY #1

Analyst V – Finance Manager
Research Resource Program
Location: UCSF, Mission Center Building, San Francisco, CA
Req. #: 39582BR

As a key member of the Research Resource Program (RRP) team, the Finance Manager will assist the Executive Director in overseeing the financial management for the Research Resources Program administrative office and core laboratories. This position plays a critical role in supporting the development and operations of new core facilities and maintaining the financial integrity of the RRP’s units by providing ongoing financial monitoring of the units’ funds, budget variance, expense reporting and projections. This position requires the highest level of ethics and professional standards to handle highly sensitive matters with tact and sound judgment. It has a high level of independence and requires a comprehensive knowledge of concepts, practices and procedures in the area of accounting/finance, decision support, budget analysis, and financial reporting. The position will also perform other related duties.

For the full job description, go to http://www.ucsfhr.ucsf.edu/careers/
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